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Yamaha continues to.dominate the compact disc 
market by offering an unbeatable combination of 
high technology and low prices. Yamaha compact 
disc players have received critical acclaim all down 
the line, with the CD-3 and CD-XII both winning
the most prized accolade of them all - 1 Best Buys from HIFI Choice.

“Best Buy”
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surpasses lu predecessor, the selection). The Yamaha CD-X2 is
critically acclaimed CD-X1. a real thoroughbred unit, offering
The Yamaha CD-X2 features music value that simply cannot be 
search (track, Index and normal), beaten, 
repeat (full track programme), o fl O fifi 
random memory and play (9 jifif.UU

Yamaha CD-X2 
Compact Disc Player
With the CD-X2, Yamaha have 
managed to produce a compact 
disc player which amazingly
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■w.Xmore affordable than ever before. 
A12 mode remote control unit is

■Rnements In circuit design and 
Knctions that offer simple 
•Straightforward operation. And it supplied with the CD-3, for total 
comes with a remarkably low price control over all player functions, 
tag, making the high reproduction 
quality of a top-grade CD player 52 5•00

IYamaha CD-3 
Compact Disc Player
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X % msThe CD-3 continues the Yamaha 

tradition of excellence in compact 
disc player performance, with

INTRODUCING THE MEW YAMAHA A-320
A true audiophile amplifier fen an incredihlei79.oo I
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servo amp. Built-in 
subsonic filter. Gold plated 
phono terminals. At Magic 
Forest we anticipate that 

the Yamaha A-320 will be 
one of the success stories

Power output is a 
powerful 30 watts per 
channel (8 ohms,
20-20,000Hz)with 0.05% 
total harmonic distortion.
And the A-320 boasts an 
impressive list of features. of 1985. Come along and 

hear for yourself.

the A-320. Realising that 
the high current amplifier

When we first listened to 
the new Yamaha A-320 
amplifier We could hardly has been recognised by 
believe our ears. But when UK reviewers as being the 
we saw the price we most musical, Yamaha not
definitely could not only used the concept to
believe our eyes! Yamaha produce the A-320, but 
have achieved a new level did so at a price which is 
of value for money with absolutely unbeatable.

Low noise phono 
equalizer. Pure current isis179.00
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New Yamaha T-320 
AM/FM Tuner

New Yamaha K-320 
Cassette Deck
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The T-320 is a beautifully 
styled AM/FM analogue 
tuner offering sound 
quality and features once 
available only on more 
expensive tuners. There’s a 
3 LED signal meter, FM 
stereo indicator, FM 
muting. 50dB quieting

sensitivity is 1.55^tV for 
mono, 21 for stereo. 
Signal to noise ratio is 81dB 
for mono, 76dB for stereo. 
And stereo separation at 
1kHz is 40dB. Audition the 
new Yamaha T-320.

micro computer controls. 
The K-320 also offers Dolby

Outstanding sound 
reproduction quality and 
sophisticated features make B and C, 7 segment LED 
the K-320 the highest peak meter, intro scan
performing cassette deck in forward and reverse, music 
its class. There’s a high search facility, record
sensitivity hard permalloy return, auto record mute 
head and Yamaha’s original and auto source change.

279.00
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Magic Forest Music Store*
1

546 Queen Street Fredericton N.B. 454-6874
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